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Abstract
We investigate the extent to which applying high-pass filters to ground motion
records affects the collapse capacity of building models. We consider 26 ground
motion records from seven large earthquakes and high-pass filter them with corner
periods, Tc, ranging from 10 to 60 s. We perform incremental dynamic analysis on 9-
, 20-, and 55-story steel moment-frame building models with fundamental periods of
1.88, 3.50, and 6.10 seconds, respectively. Even though filters with Tc ø 20s have a
minimal effect on the collapse capacities of the building models, we find that for a
few motions, collapse capacities can increase by more than 50%, if Tc = 10 or 15 s,
even for the 9-story models. We find that the collapse capacities with respect to
raw, uncorrected records are generally similar to those of the tilt-corrected ver-
sions, indicating that removing long-period noise with high-pass filters can make col-
lapse predictions less accurate, if Tc \ 20 s.
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Introduction
The NGA-West2 database (Ancheta et al., 2014) of recorded and processed ground
motions was developed to calculate ground motion prediction equations (GMPEs) for a
variety of ground motion intensity measures. Although not explicitly created for structural
analysis, the NGA-West2 database has also been used by engineers as a source of input
ground motions for response history analysis of structural models. To remove long-period
noise from raw recorded ground motions, each ground motion in the NGA-West2 data-
base is high-pass filtered with a record-specific corner period (Tc). Long-period noise can
include a tilt of the instrument during shaking, which introduces a static acceleration offset
into the record that is not physically present in the true ground motion. For some applica-
tions (e.g. calculation of GMPEs for peak ground acceleration (PGA)), these high-pass fil-
ters do not affect the results of analysis when using ground motions from the NGA-West2
database. However, in other cases (e.g. estimating the collapse capacity of a building), the
removal of long-period components from raw ground motions may have an impact.
For a large earthquake, near-fault ground displacement is predominantly described by
the static offset, which can be as large as 10 m (Ma et al., 1999). However, in the displace-
ment time series of ground motion records in the NGA-West2 database, there is no recog-
nition of static offsets or permanent displacement offsets (Kamai and Abrahamson, 2015).
The explanation for this lies in the record processing methodology used by NGA-West2,
which consists of a series of steps that include demeaning the raw record, correcting unrea-
listic trends, and acausal high-pass filtering (Ancheta et al., 2014).
Applying high-pass filters to remove long-period noise from the raw record can also
have unintended consequences with regards to the predicting structural response. For
example, Boore and Akkar (2003) and Burks and Baker (2014) showed that high-pass
acausal filters with corner periods that are too low can affect the inelastic displacement
and collapse capacity, respectively, of nonlinear single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) systems.
To reflect the concerns associated with high-pass filters, the NGA-West2 flatfile reports a
maximum usable period for each ground motion component equal to 80% of the corner
period. When selecting input ground motion records for the design of new buildings, it has
been common to only select records for which the maximum usable period is greater than
1.5T1, where T1 is the fundamental period of the structure of interest (Haselton, 2009). In
some cases, ensuring that periods up to 1.5T1 are preserved in the ground motion is suffi-
cient to accurately assess its potential to cause collapse in a building model. However, some
ground motions can have a substantial portion of their spectral content at long periods
beyond 1.5T1, particularly those recorded in large-magnitude events. It should be noted
that ASCE 7–16 (American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE), 2016) requires ground
motions selected for nonlinear time history analysis to match the target spectrum at peri-
ods up to 2T1, instead of 1.5T1 as in previous versions of ASCE 7.
In this study, we select 26 records from large-magnitude events and process them in a
manner that preserves the static offset. We also apply high-pass filters to these ground
motion records to evaluate the effects of filtering. We then perform incremental dynamic
analysis (IDA) with each of these processed ground motions on models of three mid- to
high-rise steel moment-frame building models (9, 20, and 55 stories) to evaluate the col-
lapse capacity of each model to each ground motion and how this is affected by processing
the records. Particular attention is paid to seven ground motions that represent particu-
larly strong shaking.
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Ground motion processing
Ground tilt
High-pass filtering allows for instrument correction and noise reduction, which can mani-
fest themselves at long periods. For example, an unrealistic acceleration offset is found in
many of the horizontal raw records from large earthquakes. This acceleration offset
recorded by the instrument can occur due to ground tilt, which produces a horizontal
acceleration in the instrument proportional to gravity. This is shown in Equation 1:
Ax(t) = €ux(t) + g  sin ux(t)’€ux(t) + g  ux(t), ð1Þ
where Ax(t) is a horizontal component of the recorded acceleration, ux(t) is the tilt of the
site in the x-direction, g is gravitational acceleration, and €ux(t) is the ‘‘true’’ horizontal
acceleration. In most cases, ux(t) is quite small, justifying the small-angle approximations
made in Equation 1.
In this study, we assume the ground tilt occurs instantaneously (Yamada et al., 2007),
so that:
ux(t) = uxH(t  t0), ð2Þ
where ux is the final tilt in the x-direction, H(t) is the Heaviside step function, and t0 is the
time at which the tilt occurs. As such, if ux and t0 are known for an uncorrected accelera-
tion record, the tilt ux(t) can be removed to create a ‘‘tilt-corrected’’ record.
Given this form for ux(t), the acceleration tilt g  ux(t) is a mostly long-period phenom-
enon, so its effects can also be removed by applying a high-pass filter to the record. Even
though tilt-correcting and high-pass filtering both remove the tilt effects, the resulting dis-
placement time histories are quite different. To investigate the effects of these different
processing methods, we assemble near-source ground motion records from large events
and process them in different ways, leading to three classes of processed ground motions:
(1) demeaned raw, uncorrected records, where available; (2) tilt-corrected records; and (3)
high-pass filtered records, with the Tc ranging from 10 to 60 s.
It is important to note that, while instantaneous ground tilt is assumed for simplicity,
removing an instantaneous ground tilt is not the only method for generating a tilt-
corrected record. For example, Graizer (2006) produces tilt-corrected records by modeling
the dynamic instrumental response as damped sinusoidal motion and removing both this
and an acceleration step from the raw record. One could argue that the tilt-corrected
records generated for this study are not necessarily the best representation of the ‘‘true’’
ground motion (e.g. dynamic instrumental response could be incorporated), but an investi-
gation into how different tilt-correction procedures could affect structural response is out-
side the scope of this study, as the focus is on evaluating different methods of high-pass
filtering. However, the question of how different tilt-correction procedures affect struc-
tural response is an interesting one, and could be explored further in a future study.
The following sections describe the considered ground motions and detail the tilt-
correction and filtering procedures.
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Ground motion records
The ground motion records we use in this study consist of ground motions from seven
large earthquakes:
i. 2016 M7.8 Kaikoura, New Zealand
ii. 2016 M7.0 Kumamoto, Japan
iii. 2015 M7.8 Gorkha, Nepal
iv. 2008 M7.9 Wenchuan, China
v. 2002 M7.9 Denali, Alaska
vi. 1999 M7.6 Chi-Chi, Taiwan
vii. 1992 M7.3 Landers, California
From these earthquakes, records from 26 stations are collected. We focus on the hori-
zontal components for simplicity. The chosen records are from stations in regions with
strong shaking and large static offsets in the displacement.
For earthquakes (i)–(iv), raw, uncorrected acceleration records are available from dif-
ferent strong-motion databases. The following databases are used to collect the raw data:
GeoNet for the Kaikoura earthquake; K-NET, KiK-net, and the Japan Meteorological
Agency (JMA) for the Kumamoto earthquake; the California Strong-Motion Instrument
Program (CSMIP) for the Gorkha earthquake; and the National Strong-Motion
Observation Network System (NSMONS) of China for the Wenchuan earthquake.
For earthquakes (v)–(vii), raw acceleration records (corrected or uncorrected) are not
available. However, other researchers have processed records using procedures that pre-
serve the static offset and made them accessible for the Chi-Chi (Boore, 2001) and Landers
(Chen, 1995) earthquakes. For the Denali earthquake, Ellsworth et al. (2004) provide pub-
lished ground displacements with the static offsets preserved, which we digitize to extract
the time series. Records from earthquakes (v)–(vii) are also available in the NGA-West2
database (Ancheta et al., 2014) and were processed using the NGA-West2 methodology,
which removes static offsets but preserves the ‘‘short’’-period (i.e. shorter than Tc) compo-
nents. High-pass filter corner periods for these records were chosen on a record-by-record
basis for the NGA-West2 project with Tc as low as 5 s.
For earthquakes (v)–(vii), we require broadband records that contain both the ‘‘short’’-
period components preserved in the NGA-West2 records and the static offsets preserved
by the citations referenced in the preceding paragraph. Therefore, for each record from
earthquakes (v)–(vii), we combine its NGA-West2 record with the record containing static
offsets using the procedure described in Chapter 7 of the work of Yang (2009) to generate
a suitable broadband record. The stated purpose of the procedure is to combine inertial
seismic records and high-sample rate global positioning system (GPS) records to generate
broadband displacement records, so it is applicable for our purposes. The reader is referred
to Yang (2009) for a more thorough description of this procedure for generating broad-
band records. It should be noted that the only subjective parameter required for this proce-
dure is the period used to separate ‘‘short’’ periods from ‘‘long’’ periods. For the records
generated in this article, this period is chosen as the period at which the Fourier spectra of
the two combined records intersect. It is noted by Yang (2009) that the results are not gen-
erally sensitive to this parameter.
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Processing methodology
For each horizontal ground motion record component from earthquakes (i)–(iv), for
which raw, uncorrected records are available, we produce three types of processed records
using the procedures outlined in Figure 1: a ‘‘raw’’ record, a ‘‘tilt-corrected’’ record, and
several ‘‘filtered’’ records (with filters with different Tc). Raw, uncorrected records are not
available from earthquakes (v)–(vii), so we assume the procedure for combining NGA-
West2 records with records containing static offsets described in the previous section pro-
duces broadband records that are suitable tilt-corrected records. From these tilt-corrected
records from earthquakes (v)–(vii), filtered records are generated in the same manner as
those from earthquakes (i)–(iv). The remainder of this section describes the processing
methodology for the three types of processed records.
To create a suitable ‘‘raw’’ record for structural analysis, we remove the mean from the
uncorrected acceleration record, so that any static offset present in the uncorrected record
before shaking begins does not dominate structural response. We remove the mean from
the entire record instead of the pre-event (before p-wave arrival) mean to be as naı̈ve as
possible when creating the raw record.
The steps to produce the ‘‘tilt-corrected’’ record are plotted in greater detail in Figure 2.
First, we remove the pre-event mean (Figure 2a) from the uncorrected acceleration record.
We remove the pre-event mean instead of the mean from the entire record because the lat-
ter is contaminated by tilt effects during shaking. Then from the velocity record we identify
t0 by inspection, which is the time at which we assume the tilt occurs (Equation 2). We cor-
rect the tilt effects (Figure 2b) by removing a linear trend, vtrend(t), in the velocity record.
We calculate vtrend(t) by applying to the velocity record a least-squares regression (Yamada
et al., 2007) of the form shown in Equation 3:
vtrend(t) = C1(t  t0)  H(t  t0) + C2, ð3Þ
where C1 and C2 are the least-squares regression coefficients. Note that C1 = g  sin ux repre-
sents the horizontal acceleration removed from the record and attributed to tilt. Removal
of vtrend(t) from the velocity record typically results in a displacement time series that is sta-
ble and that preserves the static offset.
The value of t0 will affect the static offset in the displacement record, so if observations
of the static offsets are available for a record, we iteratively select t0 until our calculated
static offset approximately matches the observed offset (Figure 2c). Observed static offsets
are available from the works of Hamling et al. (2017) for the Kaikoura earthquake, Asano
and Tomotaka (2016) for the Kumamoto earthquake, Galetzka et al. (2015) for the
Gorkha earthquake, Lu et al. (2010) for the Wenchuan earthquake, Ellsworth et al. (2004)
for the Denali earthquake, Boore (2001) for the Chi-Chi earthquake, and Chen (1995) for
the Landers earthquake. If observations of the static offsets are not available for a particu-
lar record, we consider the choice of t0 acceptable if it results in a stable displacement time
series. This was true for eight of the 26 considered records, and these records are indicated
in Table 1 later in this article. For each record, once a choice of t0 is deemed acceptable,
we consider the resulting processed record the ‘‘tilt-corrected’’ record. It should be noted
that the choice of t0 is not necessarily unique, especially for the records for which observed
static offsets are not available. This has been observed by previous researchers (e.g. Boore
and Bommer, 2005). The effects of the choice of t0 on structural response are not
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Figure 1. Flowchart detailing the procedure for obtaining raw, tilt-corrected, and filtered records from
those recorded in earthquakes (i)–(iv), for which raw, uncorrected records are available.
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considered in this study, but this could be investigated in a future study that considers a
variety of tilt-correction procedures and implementations.
After a horizontal component of a ground motion record is tilt-corrected, we can calcu-






We find the tilt is always less than 3 and usually less than 1 for the horizontal ground
motions. Note that a tilt angle of one degree corresponds to 0:0175 g of horizontal
acceleration.
To generate filtered records from the tilt-corrected records, we apply acausal and causal
fourth-order Butterworth high-pass filters. The NGA-West2 project uses acausal high-pass
Butterworth filters (Ancheta et al., 2014), which is a change from the NGA-West1 project,
for which causal Butterworth filtered records were preferred. Acausal filters were used in
the NGA-West2 project because causal filters introduce phase distortions and have been
shown to affect measurements of spectral accelerations (Boore and Akkar, 2003). We
implement acausal filters by first filtering the record in the forward time direction with a
causal filter and then convolving the filtered record with a time-reversed copy of the same
causal filter to remove the phase shifts. The acausal filter preserves the timing of the peak-
to-peak values, but removes the static offset and adds a precursory motion, usually leading
to a reduction in the peak displacement of the record.
Butterworth filters are the most common type of filter used in engineering seismology
because of their relatively flat passbands in the frequency domain. Equation 5 shows the
magnitude of the gain of a n-order causal high-pass Butterworth filter, jBhpn (v)j, as a func-






















































Figure 2. Steps for obtaining tilt-corrected record from raw, uncorrected record. In this example, the
2016 M7.8 Kaikoura KEKS NS record is processed. (a) Pre-event mean is removed from acceleration
record, (b) linear trend is removed from velocity record and (c) final static offset in displacement record
is checked to ensure stability and, if available, agree with geodetic data.
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where vc = 2p=Tc is the corner frequency and Tc is the corner period. In this study, we
apply filters with n = 4, which results in the frequency response:
Table 1. Details of every considered ground motion record. Reported values of PGA, peak ground
velocity (PGV), peak ground displacement (PGD), and tilt are the maximum of the two recorded
horizontal directions and are calculated from the tilt-corrected records. The reported Tc values
correspond to high-pass filter corner periods for the NGA-West2 records, where applicable. The tilt
angle cannot be calculated for earthquakes for which raw, uncorrected records are not available
Earthquake M Station RJB PGA (g) PGV (cm/s) PGD (cm) Tilt () Tc (s)
2016 Kaikoura 7.8 CULC 15.6 0.27 29 75a 0.62 –
KEKS 3.0 1.97 269 867 1.54 –
KIKS 0.7 0.51 160 304 1.83 –
WDFS 8.5 2.51 210 816 1.23 –
WIGC 18.0b 0.75 64 52a 2.73 –
WTMC 0.7 1.12 117 284a 0.01 –
2016 Kumamoto 7.0 93048 0.6 0.79 264 186 0.58 –
93051 0.5 0.84 178 105 0.48 –
KMM001 5.0b 0.22 39 45a 0.58 –
KMM004 3.9b 0.35 82 74a 0.12 –
KMM005 5.6 0.54 69 115 0.55 –
KMM007 3.5b 0.43 44 40a 0.27 –
KMM009 2.2b 0.79 38 41a 0.19 –
KMMH16 0.5 1.18 142 228 0.08 –
OIT009 7.8b 0.73 78 102a 0.11 –
2015 Gorkha 7.8 KATNP 0.1 0.16 112 246 0.02 –
2008 Wenchuan 7.9 AXT 9.8 0.29 31 105 0.04 –
MZQ 0.8 0.82 136 213 0.07 –
SFB 4.8 0.58 81 318 2.04 –
2002 Denali 7.9 PS10c 3.0 0.33 137 302 – 10.0
1999 Chi-Chi 7.6 TCU052 1.8 0.45 225 740 – 25.0
TCU065 2.5 0.79 135 198 – d
TCU067 1.1 0.50 100 191 – e
TCU068 3.0 0.51 298 885 – e
TCU084 11.4 1.00 118 251 – f
1992 Landers 7.3 LUCc 2.0 0.76 146 263 – g
aRecord did not contain a published static offset.
bEpicentral distance is reported because RJB is not available.
cTwo horizontal directions are oriented parallel and normal to the ruptured fault.
dFor NGA-West2 record, different Tc in each direction: 33.3 and 16.7 s.
eFor NGA-West2 record, different Tc in each direction: 50.0 and 33.3 s.
fFor NGA-West2 record, different Tc in each direction: 10.0 and 5.0 s.
gFor NGA-West2 record, no high-pass filter.
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The corresponding impulse response of a 4-order causal high-pass Butterworth filter,
h
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where F1 is the inverse Fourier transform. Plots of jB4hp(v)j and h
hp
4 (t) in Equations 5 and
8 are shown in Figure 3. In Figure 3a, jB4hp(v)j is plotted for Tc = 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, and
60 s. In Figure 3b, hhp4 (t) is plotted for B
4
hp(v) calculated with Tc = 40 s. Also shown in
Figure 3b is the impulse response for a corresponding acausal filter, which is calculated by
convolving the causal impulse response, hhp4 (t), with a time-reversed copy of itself. The
acausal impulse response displays a significant precursory motion that occurs before the
impulse.
To produce the filtered records we use in this study, we begin with the tilt-corrected
acceleration record. We then apply points of zero acceleration to the beginning of the
record to satisfy zero initial conditions before filtering (Boore, 2005). The ‘‘padded zeroes’’
are not removed after filtering. After zero-padding, we apply a Butterworth filter to the
displacement record. For each record, we generate 12 filtered records by filtering it with a
causal and an acausal fourth-order high-pass Butterworth filter with Tc of 10, 15, 20, 30,
(a) (b)
Figure 3. (a) The gain, jB4hp(v)j, of fourth-order high-pass Butterworth filters with Tc = 10, 15, 20, 30,
40, and 60 s. (b) The impulse response functions corresponding to acausal and causal fourth-order high-
pass Butterworth filters with Tc = 40 s.
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40, and 60 s. For reference, in the NGA-West2 database, Tc = 10 s is used most fre-
quently for M.6:0 and RJB\20 km and Tc = 33:33s is used most frequently for M.7:0
and RJB\20 km (Ancheta et al., 2014; Kamai and Abrahamson, 2015).
As an example, the raw and tilt-corrected displacement records from the KEKS station
in the 2016 M7.8 Kaikoura earthquake in the NS direction are shown in Figure 4 along
with the corresponding filtered records using acausal and causal filters with Tc = 40 s.
The raw displacement record immediately increases to unrealistic values, because the raw
acceleration record has a small pre-event constant offset that integrates to a quadratic off-
set in the corresponding displacement record.
Like previous researchers (e.g. Boore and Akkar, 2003; Boore and Bommer, 2005), we
find that causal filters dramatically alter structural responses because they introduce phase
distortions in the ground motion record. This is consistent throughout all ground motions
and building models. As such, for all subsequent analysis and discussion, all ‘‘filtered’’
ground motions are processed with acausal high-pass filters. We will no longer consider
causal high-pass filters. It should be noted that this implies that the significant precursor
created by filtering a record with an acausal high-pass filter does not have much of an
effect on structural response. These observations are discussed further by Buyco (2018).
Processed ground motions
Information for each tilt-corrected ground motion record is shown in Table 1. For each
record, there are two orthogonal horizontal directions. With two exceptions, the two





















Figure 4. Example of raw, tilt-corrected, and filtered record. In this example, the 2016 M7.8 Kaikoura
KEKS NS record is processed.
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horizontal components of every record are oriented with no regard for fault geometry
(e.g. north–south and east–west directions). The two exceptions are the 1992 M7.3
Landers LUC and 2002 M7.9 Denali PS10 records, both of which have one fault-parallel
(FP) horizontal component and one fault-normal (FN) horizontal component. For the
remainder of this article, a single component of a ground motion record will be referred to
by the earthquake name, station name, and component (e.g. Kaikoura KEKS NS).
To demonstrate the differences between raw, tilt-corrected, filtered, and NGA-West2
records, Figure 5 shows the processed velocity and displacement time series for the
Kumamoto 93048 EW record, the Landers LUC FN record, and the Chi-Chi TCU068
NS record. The filtered records shown in Figure 5 have Tc = 10 s. The NGA-West2 ver-
sions of the Landers LUC FN and Chi-Chi TCU068 NS records are taken from the
NGA-West2 database. For the Kumamoto record, a raw record is available and the tilt
effects are clear in both the velocity and displacement time series. Acceleration time series
are not shown because the effects of long-period processing on the acceleration records
are imperceptible to the naked eye.
The differences between the tilt-corrected records and the filtered and NGA-West2 records
are most apparent in the displacement time series. Compared with the tilt-corrected records,
the filtered and NGA-West2 displacement time series contain precursors, as would be expected
from acausal filtered records. Furthermore, the peak displacements are always smaller in the fil-
tered and NGA-West2 records than in the tilt-corrected records. The effects of filtering are not
as obvious in the velocity time series except in the Chi-Chi TCU068 NS record, for which the
filtered record with Tc = 10 s has a significantly lower peak velocity than the other records.
To further demonstrate the effects of the filters on the velocity of the records, Table 2
shows the PGV of one component of a record from each earthquake and compares the tilt-
corrected PGV with the filtered PGV with various Tc. The records shown in Table 2 are
those that achieve the largest PGV from each earthquake. Where available, the PGV from
the record in the NGA-West2 database is shown for comparison.
In every case, the PGV of the filtered record is less than that of the tilt-corrected record.
For Tc = 40 s, the PGV is usually within about 10% of the tilt-corrected PGV. In the
most extreme case, for the Chi-Chi TCU068 NS component, the Tc = 10s filtered record
has a PGV that is about 50% of the tilt-corrected PGV. The NGA-West2 records also
have lower PGV than the tilt-corrected records. It should not be surprising that the discre-
pancy between the NGA-West2 PGV and the tilt-corrected PGV depends on the reported
Tc from the NGA-West2 flatfile. Interestingly, the PGV of the tilt-corrected Landers LUC
FN record is 7% larger than the corresponding NGA-West2 record even though no high-
pass filter was applied to produce the NGA-West2 record. Instead, the discrepancy can be
explained by the removal of a sixth-order polynomial from the displacement record prior
to filtering in the NGA-West2 processing procedure (Ancheta et al., 2014). So even though
the Landers LUC FN NGA-West2 record was not high-pass filtered, removing a sixth-
order polynomial from the record removed enough of the signal for the PGV to be reduced
by 7%.
The effects of long-period processing on the response spectra of a few records can be
seen later in this article in Figures 8b and 14, where the impacts on structural response are
discussed in detail.
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Incremental dynamic analysis
Building models
To quantify the effects of different ground motion processing techniques on structural
response, we perform IDA with these ground motions on several different building mod-
els. We consider six steel moment-frame models. The six steel moment-frame models are
developed from three designs of steel moment-frame buildings with heights of 9, 20, and
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Figure 5. Examples of velocity and displacement series processed using different techniques. The
acausal filtered records are filtered with Tc = 10 s. (a, b) 2016 M7.0 Kumamoto 93048, EW; (c, d) 1992
M7.3 Landers LUC, FN; (e, f) 1999 M7.6 Chi-Chi TCU068, NS.
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55 stories. For each design, two models are created, one with ‘‘perfect’’ (P) moment con-
nections and one with pre-Northridge ‘‘brittle’’ (B) moment connections, for a total of six
models.
The 9- and 20-story building designs were developed for the SAC Joint Venture by
Gupta and Krawinkler (1999) and designed according to the 1994 Uniform Building Code
(UBC). The 55-story building was also designed according to the 1994 UBC with a proce-
dure and floor plan similar to the high-rise presented in Chapter 8 of Dizon (2016). The
55-story building was designed by Dizon (2016) and was generously provided to the
authors of this article for analysis. The section properties of the 55-story building are
available in Appendix A of Buyco (2018). The above-ground heights of the of the 9-, 20-,
and 55-story designs are 37.2 m (122 feet), 80.8 m (265 feet), and 220.0 m (722 feet),
respectively.
We create two-dimensional finite element models of each building using Frame-2d, a
finite element software that is specifically designed to calculate the seismic response of steel
moment-frame buildings using fiber elements to model the behavior of beams and col-
umns. The cross-section of each element is divided into fibers that have hysteretic axial
stress–strain relationships, equipped with a yield plateau and strain-hardening/softening
region. Strength deterioration is incorporated in the stress–strain relationship for each
fiber, but cyclic degradation is not modeled in Frame-2d. Geometric nonlinearities (e.g. P–
D) are accounted for by updating the nodal positions at each time step. Challa and Hall
(1994), Hall and Challa (1995), and Hall (1998) validated the special features of Frame-2d
by extensive numerical testing and comparison with experimental data. More information
about the modeling assumptions for the steel moment-frame models can be found in the
work of Buyco (2018). We find the fundamental periods of the 9-, 20-, and 55-story mod-
els to be 1.88, 3.50, and 6.12 s, respectively.
It is noted that cyclic degradation can be an important feature to model for collapse
simulations (Ibarra et al., 2005), especially for long-duration motions from large-
magnitude subduction events (e.g. Kohrangi et al., 2019). None of the motions considered
in this article could be described as long-duration motions, and Frame-2d has previously
been employed to simulate collapse in response to near-source ground motions (e.g. Hall,
Table 2. PGV of tilt-corrected and filtered records for ground motion records that have the highest
PGV from each considered earthquake
Earthquake Station Component PGV (cm/s)
Tilt corr. Tc = 10s Tc = 20s Tc = 40s NGA-West2
Kaikoura KEKS EW 269 213 232 235 –
Kumamoto 93048 EW 264 230 247 255 –
Gorkha KATNP EW 112 98 103 108 –
Wenchuan MZQ EW 136 89 117 129 –
Denali PS10 FP 137 104 114 124 103a
Chi-Chi TCU068 NS 298 147 230 265 269b
Landers LUC FN 146 113 128 137 136c
aTc = 10.0 s and maximum usable period is 7.7 s.
bTc = 50.0 s and maximum usable period is 40.0 s.
cNo high-pass filter.
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1998). Nonetheless, it is acknowledged that the cyclic cannot be modeled in Frame-2d,
and that this is a limitation.
For each of the three building designs, we develop two models: one with ‘‘perfect’’ (P)
moment connections and one with pre-Northridge ‘‘brittle’’ (B) moment connections. The
brittle connections model the failures of welded moment connections observed after the
1994 Northridge earthquake. In the models with brittle connections, the short fibers at the
end of beam elements that are connected to columns with moment connections represent
weld fibers and are assigned a random axial fracture strain according to a user-defined
probability distribution. The fracture distributions used in this study are the same as those
used by Krishnan and Muto (2012) and similar to those used by Hall (1997), which were
calibrated to weld fracture observations in the Northridge earthquake. The results of push-
over analysis of all the models considered in this study can be found in the work of Buyco
(2018).
For the 9, 20, and 55P models, we perform IDA for each horizontal component of
every considered ground motion. We treat the two horizontal components of each record
as two individual ground motions and do not consider vertical shaking. For a single model
and ground motion, we perform IDA by multiplying the ground motion by a scale factor
of 0.1 and performing nonlinear time history analysis in Frame-2d. We repeat this process
by incrementing the scale factor by 0.1 for each successive analysis. We continue this pro-
cess until the scaled ground motion causes collapse of the building model in simulation. In
this article, we define collapse in simulation of the steel moment-frame models to be the
point at which the building model succumbs to P–D effects, where the interstory drifts of
the model increase without bound, eventually leading to numerical instability. For each
individual time history analysis in an IDA, we record the maximum interstory drift ratio
(MIDR) for post-processing.
Collapse limit index
From the results of IDA, we extract for each ground motion, the scale factor at which each
of four engineering demand parameters (EDPs) is first elicited in each of the 9, 20, and 55P
models. The four EDPs are MIDR = 0.03, MIDR = 0.06, MIDR = 0.1, and collapse in
simulation. We choose MIDR = 0.03, because it is the collapse-prevention limit for many
performance-based applications (TBI, 2017). MIDR = 0.06 is approximately the ultimate
limit of modern ductile moment connections (AISC, 2018), at which point failure due to
local flange buckling may occur. This is an effect that cannot be captured in Frame-2d.
MIDR = 0.1 corresponds to a severely damaged building and would be considered by
some to be the default global collapse limit. Collapse in simulation is equivalent to MIDR
! ‘. All four of the considered EDPs can be interpreted as ‘‘collapse limits’’ depending on
the application, and will be referred to as such for the remainder of this article.
For a given collapse limit, ground motion record, and building model, the ‘‘collapse
limit index’’ for the record is defined as the scale factor needed to multiply by the record
to induce the collapse limit divided by the scale factor needed to multiply by the corre-
sponding tilt-corrected ground motion to induce the collapse limit:
Collapse Limit Index=
scale factor to induce collapse limit in record
scale factor to induce collapse limit in tilt corrected record :
ð9Þ
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For example, for the 20P model and the Chi-Chi TCU084 NS ground motion record,
MIDR = 0.06 is first achieved with a scale factor of 4.6 for the Tc = 10s filtered record
and with a scale factor of 4.3 for the tilt-corrected record. In this case, the collapse limit
index is 4.6/4.3 = 1.07. IDA curves for the 20P model with the Tc = 10s filtered and tilt-
corrected versions of the Chi-Chi TCU084 NS ground motion record are shown in Figure
6. For a typical IDA curve, the x-axis represents some measure of structural response (e.g.
MIDR) and the y-axis represents some measure of the ground motion intensity (e.g. scale
factor). Each curve represents a single ground motion and building model. The curve
shows how the response of the building model changes as the intensity of the ground
motion is increased. Eventually, when the ground motion’s scale factor is large enough,
the building model will collapse. This is indicated here by MIDR going to infinity. In the
IDA curve in Figure 6, one can see visually how the collapse limit indexes are calculated
for different collapse definitions (i.e. MIDR = 0.03, MIDR = 0.06, and MIDR = 0.1).
Shown in Figure 7 are histograms of the collapse limit indexes corresponding to collapse
in simulation for the 9, 20, and 55P models for records filtered with Tc = 10, 20, and 40 s.
For comparison, Figure 7d shows corresponding collapse limit indexes for the raw records
for the ground motions for which raw records are available. If the collapse limit index is
1.00 for a filtered (or raw) record, then the collapse capacity of the structure is the same for
the filtered (or raw) record as for the tilt-corrected record.
There are several interesting observations that can be made about Figure 7. First, as
would be expected, as Tc increases, the collapse limit index for most of the records goes to
1.00. This makes sense because for a filter with larger Tc, more long-period content remains
in the record. It may be surprising, however, that for Tc = 10s, only 41% of the records have
a collapse limit index approximately equal to 1.00. In particular, there are several records
for which the collapse limit index for the 9P model is larger than 1.00 even though T1 for
the 9P model is 1.88 s, which would seem to be so much smaller than Tc = 10s that the
application of this filter would not affect the response of the 9P model.
It may also be surprising that for the vast majority of the raw records, the collapse limit
index is approximately equal to 1.00 despite the presence of long-period noise in the raw
records. In fact, these results imply that one may be better off estimating the collapse
capacity of a building model using a raw record than a record filtered with Tc = 10 or
20 s.
To demonstrate how the results vary for different records, the collapse indexes for all
records for the 20P model are summarized in Table 3, where collapse is defined to be col-
lapse in simulation. Results are not shown for the Tc = 60 s filter, because they are gener-
ally similar to those of the Tc = 40 s filter.
For a more comprehensive summary of the results, statistics of the collapse limit indexes
for the 9, 20, and 55P models for all four considered collapse limits are given in Tables 4
and 5. These statistics are meant to summarize corresponding histograms such as those
shown in Figure 7. For each collapse limit and building model, the median and 84th per-
centile collapse limit indexes are reported. For a given collapse limit and building model,
the distribution of collapse limit indexes for filtered records tend to be skewed to be greater
than 1.00, so that the median is greater than or equal to 1.00 in all cases. The 16th percen-
tile is not shown because it is equal or nearly equal to 1.00 in every case.
For comparison, median and 84th percentile collapse limit indexes are reported for the
corresponding NGA-West2 records, where available. Note that only 14 of the 52
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considered ground motion record components have corresponding NGA-West2 records.
For further comparison, these statistics are also calculated for the corresponding raw
records (available for 38 of the 52 components). However, recall that the raw records con-
tain long-period noise which can make ground motion records more destructive. As such,
the collapse limit indexes for the raw records tend to be skewed to be less than 1.00. So
instead of reporting the 84th percentile (which is equal to 1.00 in almost all cases for the
raw records), we report the 16th percentile for the raw records.
The distribution of collapse limit indexes for a given collapse limit and building model
are neither normal nor log-normal, but the median and 84th percentile indexes provide
insight into the effects of the different filters on structural response. The median measures
how a ‘‘typical’’ record is affected by the filters, while the 84th percentile indicates the
presence of a few ground motion records that are greatly affected by the filters. Of the fil-
tered records, we see three factors that generally lead to larger median and 84th percentile
indexes: more severe collapse limits, taller buildings models, and filters with shorter corner
periods. That these three factors lead to larger collapse limit indexes is not surprising. We
would expect more severe collapse limits to have higher collapse limit indexes because as
buildings experience more damage, their effective period lengthens and they become more
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Figure 6. Example of IDA curves and how the collapse limit index is calculated. Here, the 20P model
and Tc = 10s filtered version of the Chi-Chi TCU084 NS ground motion is compared with the tilt-
corrected version to calculate the collapse limit index for collapse definitions of MIDR = 0.03,
MIDR = 0.06, and MIDR = 0.1. In this case, the scale factor at which MIDR = 0.1 is reached is when
collapse in simulation occurs for both versions of the ground motion. Thus, the collapse limit index is
1.07 both for MIDR = 0.1 and for collapse in simulation.
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vulnerable to long-period shaking. Similarly, tall building models have longer elastic peri-
ods, so we would expect that for a given filter, the effects on a taller building’s response
would be more significant than that of a shorter building. Finally, filters with shorter cor-
ner periods remove more of the original signal than filters with longer corner periods, so it
makes sense that they would have more of an effect on structural response.
Except for Tc = 10s, the median collapse limit index is equal to 1.00 in almost all the
cases presented in Table 4. This implies that for most ground motions, as long as Tc is at
least 15–20 s, one can expect that structural response to the processed record will not be
dramatically different to that of the tilt-corrected record. However, the 84th percentile col-
lapse limit index is significantly greater than 1.00 in many cases presented in Table 5 for
Tc = 15 and 20 s. For example, the results indicate that for about 16% of the ground
motions, the collapse capacity of the 20P model is at least 8% larger if the record is pro-
cessed with Tc = 15 s as opposed to the tilt-corrected record. When combined with the
observation that the medians are almost always equal to 1.00, this means that although
the structural responses are not usually affected by these filters in a significant way, there
are some cases in which they can have an effect. A few of these cases will be explored in































Tc = 10s Tc = 20s
Tc = 40s Raw
55P (T1 = 6.12s)
20P (T1 = 3.50s)
9P (T1 = 1.88s)
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Figure 7. Histograms of collapse limit indexes for (a) filtered records with Tc = 10 s, (b) filtered records
with Tc = 20 s, (c) filtered records with Tc = 40 s, and (d) raw records (where available). The collapse
limit is defined here to be collapse in simulation. Each bar in the histograms has a width of 1/8 units.
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more detail later in this article. It appears that if Tc = 30 or 40 s, the structural responses
are mostly unaffected, even judging from the 84th percentiles.
The structural responses from the raw records are very similar to those of the tilt-
corrected records. In every case, the median collapse limit index is 1.00 for the raw records.
Qualitatively, the reported 16th percentile indexes are similarly far from 1.00 as the 84th
percentile indexes for records filtered with Tc = 20 or 30 s. This leads to the interesting
conclusion that, at least for the considered ground motion records, applying a high-pass
filter with Tc \ 20 s to remove long-period noise can remove so much of the actual long-
period content in the record that the structural response from the raw record is closer to
the response from the tilt-corrected record than to the response from the filtered record.
The statistics from the NGA-West2 ground motions show some surprising behavior.
Although, like the filtered ground motions, the median collapse limit index equals 1.00 in
Table 3. The collapse limit indexes of the 20P model for all considered ground motion records. For the
filtered and NGA-West2 records, the collapse limit index reported here for each record is the maximum
of the two components. For the raw records, the collapse limit index reported here for each record is
the minimum of the two components. The collapse limit is defined here to be collapse in simulation
Earthquake Station Tc = 10 s 15 s 20 s 30 s 40 s NGA-West2 Raw
2016
Kaikoura
CULC 1.21 1.07 1.07 1.06 1.06 – 1.01
KEKS 1.12 1.06 1.06 1.00 1.00 – 1.00
KIKS 1.27 1.09 1.00 1.00 1.00 – 0.95
WDFS 1.09 1.00 1.00 1.07 1.00 – 1.00
WIGC 1.41 1.11 1.05 1.01 1.01 – 0.99
WTMC 1.06 1.04 1.04 1.02 1.02 – 1.00
2016
Kumamoto
93048 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 – 0.97
93051 1.12 1.04 1.04 1.00 1.00 – 0.94
KMM001 1.02 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 – 1.00
KMM004 1.16 1.04 1.04 1.00 1.00 – 1.00
KMM005 0.98 0.98 1.02 1.02 1.02 – 1.00
KMM007 1.43 1.33 1.35 1.07 1.04 – 1.00
KMM009 1.12 1.03 1.01 1.02 1.02 – 1.04
KMMH16 1.38 1.09 1.03 1.03 1.00 – 0.97
OIT009 1.30 1.07 1.03 1.01 1.01 – 0.71
2015
Gorkha
KATNP 1.15 1.08 1.08 1.08 1.00 – 1.00
2008
Wenchuan
AXT 1.08 1.00 0.98 0.98 1.00 – 0.98
MZQ 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96 1.00 – 0.96
SFB 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.02 1.02 – 0.78
2002
Denali
PS10 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.13 –
1999
Chi-Chi
TCU052 1.31 1.15 1.08 1.08 1.08 1.08 –
TCU065 1.19 1.06 1.05 1.00 1.00 1.05 –
TCU067 1.15 1.05 1.02 1.02 1.00 1.00 –
TCU068 1.88 1.25 1.13 1.13 1.13 1.13 –
TCU084 1.07 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.10 –
1992
Landers
LUC 1.42 1.63 1.42 1.05 1.00 1.37 –
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most cases for the NGA-West2 records, the 84th percentile can be up to 1.10, or larger.
These results are somewhat skewed by the fact that there are only 14 NGA-West2 records
considered here, so the 84th percentile is controlled by only a few records, and may not be
stable—that is, the 84th percentile values may change if a more comprehensive set of
ground motions were analyzed. To investigate this further, we briefly analyze the Landers
Table 4. The median collapse limit indexes for the (a) 9P, (b) 20P, and (c) 55P models calculated based
on results from all considered ground motion records
Collapse limit Median collapse limit index
Tc = 10 s 15 s 20 s 30 s 40 s NGA-West2 Raw
(a) 9P
MIDR = 0.03 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
MIDR = 0.06 1.01 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
MIDR = 0.1 1.03 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Collapse in sim. 1.02 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
(b) 20P
MIDR = 0.03 1.03 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
MIDR = 0.06 1.06 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
MIDR = 0.1 1.05 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Collapse in sim. 1.06 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.02 1.00
(c) 55P
MIDR = 0.03 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
MIDR = 0.06 1.11 1.01 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
MIDR = 0.1 1.15 1.03 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Collapse in sim. 1.20 1.03 1.02 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
MIDR: maximum interstory drift ratio.
Table 5. The 84th percentile collapse limit indexes for the (a) 9P, (b) 20P, and (c) 55P models calculated
based on results from all considered ground motion records. The 16th percentile is reported for the raw
records because the 84th percentile is equal to 1.00 in all cases
Collapse limit 84th percentile collapse limit index 16th
Tc = 10s 15 s 20 s 30 s 40 s NGA-West2 Raw
(a) 9P
MIDR = 0.03 1.08 1.03 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
MIDR = 0.06 1.08 1.04 1.02 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99
MIDR = 0.1 1.12 1.06 1.04 1.02 1.02 1.03 0.97
Collapse in sim. 1.14 1.07 1.06 1.03 1.02 1.05 0.98
(b) 20P
MIDR = 0.03 1.15 1.07 1.04 1.00 1.00 1.03 0.99
MIDR = 0.06 1.17 1.09 1.05 1.03 1.01 1.07 0.95
MIDR = 0.1 1.21 1.09 1.05 1.02 1.01 1.11 0.96
Collapse in sim. 1.28 1.08 1.05 1.03 1.02 1.12 0.96
(c) 55P
MIDR = 0.03 1.18 1.06 1.02 1.02 1.00 1.11 0.96
MIDR = 0.06 1.27 1.08 1.05 1.02 1.01 1.09 0.96
MIDR = 0.1 1.34 1.13 1.07 1.03 1.03 1.08 0.96
Collapse in sim. 1.44 1.17 1.09 1.07 1.03 1.12 0.98
MIDR: maximum interstory drift ratio.
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LUC FN record, for which the collapse limit index for the NGA-West2 record is 1.37 for
the 20P model experiencing collapse in simulation, which is particularly surprising because
the NGA-West2 flatfile indicates that the record is not high-pass filtered.
20P model and the Landers LUC FN record. Figure 8 compares the NGA-West2 and tilt-
corrected Landers LUC FN records. The only difference we would expect between these
two records is a static offset in the displacement time series corresponding to a sixth-order
polynomial fit that is removed as part of the NGA-West2 processing procedure. Figure 8a
compares the displacement time series of the NGA-West2 and tilt-corrected Landers LUC
FN records. These time series are also shown in Figure 5d, and here, we also explicitly plot
the difference between the two records, which is essentially equivalent to a sixth-order
polynomial fit to the tilt-corrected record. Figure 8b compares the 5%-damped accelera-
tion response spectra of the two records and indicates T1 for the 20P model, which is
3.50 s. Despite the obvious differences in the displacement time series, the two records
have almost identical response spectra, though it should be noted that the spectral accel-
eration at T = 3.50 s for the NGA-West2 record is slightly larger (by 5.5%) than that for
the tilt-corrected record.
Figure 8c compares IDA curves of the NGA-West2 and tilt-corrected Landers LUC
FN records. Despite the fact that the response spectra are nearly identical, the collapse
capacities (i.e. the scale factor at which collapse first occurs) for the two records are nota-
bly different (by 37%). The responses are nearly identical for drifts up to about
MIDR = 0.06, it is only when the structure begins to experience highly nonlinear
response (i.e. MIDR . 0.06) that the results from the two records diverge. Note that col-
lapse limit indexes corresponding to other definitions of collapse (i.e. MIDR = 0.03, 0.06,
and 0.1) could easily be extracted from these IDA curves.
Figure 8d plots the 4th-story drift over time of the 20P model in response to 1.9x the
tilt-corrected record (which induces collapse), 2.6x the NGA-West2 record (which induces
collapse), and 1.9x the NGA-West2 record (which does not induce collapse). The 4th story
is chosen because this the story in which the maximum drift occurs in response to the 1.9x
NGA-West2 record. It is evident that as the ground motions begin their pulses at about
t = 10 s, the 4th-story drift becomes large in the opposite direction. After about t = 10 s,
the structure swings dramatically in the direction of the pulse and eventually the building
collapses in this direction in response to 1.9x the tilt-corrected record and to 2.6x the
NGA-West2 record, but not 1.9x the NGA-West2 record.
To further investigate the behavior of the 20P model in these records, Figure 9 plots the
story drift ratios up the height of the building in response to 1.9x the tilt-corrected record,
1.9x the NGA-West2 record, and 2.6x the NGA-West2 record at t = 10.45 s and
t = 13.35 s. These two values of t during the record are chosen because the MIDR of the
20P model in response to 1.9x the NGA-West2 record in the negative direction occurs at
t = 10.45 s and in the positive direction occurs at 13.35 s. In all three motions, large drifts
are concentrated near the base of the building. For 1.9x the NGA-West2 record, drifts at
t = 10.45 s are slightly more intense in the negative direction than those for 1.9x the tilt-
corrected record. At t = 13.35 s, at which time the building has swung in the positive
direction, the reverse is observed—for 1.9x the tilt-corrected record, drifts are more intense
in the positive direction (and eventually induce collapse) than those for 1.9x the NGA-
West2 record. It appears that, because 1.9x the NGA-West2 record initially swings the
building in the negative direction further than 1.9x the tilt-corrected record, 1.9x the
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NGA-West2 record results in lesser drifts in the positive direction when the building
swings back.
For scale factors between 1.9x and 2.6x for the NGA-West2 record, collapse is not
induced in the 20P model because the initial drifts in the negative direction that occur
around t = 10 s causes enough yielding that the building swings even less in the direction
of the pulse (i.e. in the positive direction) and thus has even smaller MIDR as the scale
factor increases. The results of this can be seen in the negative slope of Figure 8c for the
NGA-West2 record for scale factors between 1.9x and 2.6x. This is known as ‘‘severe
hardening’’ and is discussed later in this article.
Interestingly, the collapse limit index for the Tc = 40 s filtered version of the Landers
LUC FN record is exactly equal to 1.00 for the 20P model. Recall that for the filtered
ground motions, we apply filters directly to the tilt-corrected ground motions. Thus, in the
case of the Landers LUC FN record and the 20P model, removing a sixth-order polyno-
mial fit to the tilt-corrected record has more of an effect on structural response than apply-
ing a high-pass filter with Tc = 40 s.
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Figure 8. (a) Displacement time series of the Landers LUC FN tilt-corrected and NGA-West2 records.
The difference between the two records is also shown. (b) Response spectra of the Landers LUC FN
tilt-corrected and NGA-West2 records. (c) IDA curves when the Landers LUC FN tilt-corrected and
NGA-West2 records are input into the 20P model, for which T1 = 3.50 s. The collapse limit is defined
here to be collapse in simulation. (d) 4th-story drift ratio time histories of the 20P model in response to
scaled versions of the Landers LUC FN tilt-corrected and NGA-West2 records. The 4th story is shown
because this the story in which the maximum drift occurs in response to 1.9x the NGA-West2 record.
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Results from strongest ground motion records
To show the aforementioned effects of high-pass filters for individual ground motions and
building models, we consider the ground motion record component from each earthquake
that has the largest PGV: Kaikoura KEKS EW, Kumamoto 93048 EW, Gorkha KATNP
EW, Wenchuan MZQ EW, Denali PS10 FN, Chi-Chi TCU 068 NS, Denali PS10 FN,
and Landers LUC FN. We refer to these as the ‘‘strongest’’ ground motion records. The
effects of the filters on PGV for these seven records were shown previously in Table 5. In
addition to the results presented in the previous section for the P models, we perform IDA
with these seven ground motions on the three B models (9B, 20B, and 55B) with the tilt-
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Figure 9. Interstory drift ratios of the 20P model in response to scaled versions of the Landers LUC
FN tilt-corrected and NGA-West2 records at t = 10.45 s and t = 13.35 s. These two values of t during
the record are chosen because the maximum drift ratio of the 20P model in response to 1.9x the NGA-
West2 record in the negative direction occurs at t = 10.45 s and in the positive direction occurs at
13.35 s.
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corrected and filtered versions of these records. Where available, we also perform IDA
with the raw and NGA-West2 versions of these records.
To summarize the results, we calculate the collapse limit index for collapse in simula-
tion for every available version of every ground motion. The results for the filtered records
are shown in Figure 10 and the results for the raw and NGA-West2 records are shown in
Tables 6 and 7, respectively.
Figure 10 shows that the collapse limit index is usually close to 1.00, but in some cases,
particularly for Tc = 10 or 15 s, the collapse limit index can be significantly greater than
1.00. This is not surprising, as the same conclusions were drawn from Tables 4 and 5.
Tables 6 and 7 also show the same trends as Tables 4 and 5 with regards to raw and NGA-
West2 records. That is, the collapse limit index is always close to 1.00 for the raw records,
while it can vary greatly for the NGA-West2 records. For these seven strong ground
motions, the 55B model appears to be the most susceptible to the effects of filtering input
ground motions. We hypothesize that this is because the 55B model has widest variety of
different possible collapse mechanisms.
To take a closer look at how the collapse limit index varies by ground motion and
building model, IDA curves for Tc = 10, 20, and 40 s, and tilt-corrected versions of the
Kaikoura KEKS EW, Chi-Chi TCU068 NS, and Landers LUC FN records are shown in
Figures 11 to 13 for all six building models. The results from the Kaikoura KEKS EW
record are typical of most records—the application of the high-pass filters do not have a
large impact on structural response. However, in some cases these filters can have a dra-
matic impact, and the IDA curves from the Chi-Chi TCU068 NS and Landers LUC FN
records are shown for this reason.
As evidenced in Figures 12 and 13, the high-pass filters can sometimes have a dramatic
effect on the collapse capacity of the building models. The 55B model’s collapse capacity
for both the Chi-Chi TCU068 NS and Landers LUC FN ground motions increases by
more than 300% when a Tc = 10 s high-pass filter is applied, due to a phenomenon
known as ‘‘severe hardening’’ (Vamvatsikos and Cornell, 2002) which is indicated by a
negative slope in the IDA curve. Severe hardening occurs for the 55B model for both
ground motions for the Tc = 10 s filtered versions, but not in the tilt-corrected versions,
because its collapse mechanism is different for the Tc = 10 s filtered ground motion. For
example, for the Landers LUC FN record, the tilt-corrected version first induces collapse
in the 55B model with a scale factor of 1.2 and large drifts are concentrated in stories 25–
45. The Tc = 10 s filtered version of the same record first induces collapse in the same
model with a scale factor of 4.5 and large drifts are concentrated in stories 1–10. For
Table 6. The collapse limit indexes of all considered building models for the strongest ground motion
records for which a corresponding raw records are available. The collapse limit is defined here to be
collapse in simulation
Record Collapse limit indexes for raw records
9P 20P 55 P 9B 20B 55B
Kaikoura KEKS EW 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.94
Kumamoto 93048 EW 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Gorkha KATNP EW 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.93 1.00 1.04
Wenchuan MZQ EW 1.00 0.96 0.93 1.00 1.00 0.97
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reference, when the Tc = 10 s filtered version scaled is by 1.2x, large drifts are concen-
trated in stories 30–45 in the 55B model, but the drifts are not quite large enough to induce
collapse. As the scale factor is increased, the concentration of large drifts shifts to stories
1–10 and much larger scale factor is needed to induce collapse.
In addition to the 55B model, we also see this phenomenon to a lesser extent in the IDA
curve of the 20P model for the Landers LUC FN record, which has been discussed previ-
ously in this article. These large collapse limit indexes due to changes in collapse mechan-
isms for increasing scale factors are ‘‘unlucky’’ in a sense and cannot always be known a
priori, but it appears to be more likely to occur in taller buildings, for which there are more
potential collapse mechanisms.
Another surprising observation is that the collapse capacities of the 9P and 9B models
(T1 = 1.88 s) to the Chi-Chi TCU068 NS record increase significantly (by more than 50%
Table 7. The collapse limit indexes of all considered building models for the strongest ground motion
records for which corresponding NGA-West2 records are available. The collapse limit is defined here to
be collapse in simulation
Record Collapse limit indexes for NGA-West2 records
9P 20P 55P 9B 20B 55B
Denali PS10 FP 0.90 1.00 1.02 0.82 1.06 1.76
Chi-Chi TCU068 NS 1.00 1.13 1.11 1.00 1.00 1.20
Landers LUC FN 0.96 1.37 1.09 1.00 1.00 1.08
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Figure 10. The collapse limit indexes of all considered building models for the filtered versions of the
strongest ground motion records with different Tc. The collapse limit is defined here to be collapse in
simulation. (a) 9P, T1 = 1.88 s; (b) 20P, T1 = 3.50 s; (c) 55P, T1 = 6.12 s (d) 9B, T1 = 1.88 s; (e) 20B,
T1 = 3.50 s; (f) 55B, T1 = 6.12 s.
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for the 9P model) after application of the filter with Tc = 10 s to the tilt-corrected ground
motion ( Figure 12a and d). This is surprising because Tc is more than 5 3 greater than T1
in this case and one may have assumed that removing long-period content at periods so
much larger than T1 would not affect building response.
This observation occurs because the Chi-Chi TCU068 NS record contains significant
long-period content not seen in any other record. This can be seen in Figure 14, which
shows the 5%-damped response spectra for the Tc = 10, 20, 40 s, and tilt-corrected ver-
sions of the Kaikoura KEKS EW, Chi-Chi TCU068 NS, and Landers LUC FN records.
Figure 14d to f plots the surface area (‘‘SA’’) ratio for each record, where:
SA Ratio=
5% damped response spectrum of record
5% damped response spectrum of tilt corrected record : ð10Þ
The response spectra and SA ratio plots corresponding to the Kaikoura KEKS EW
(Figure 14a and d) and Landers LUC FN (Figure 14c and f) records are typical of most of
the considered ground motions. The response spectra of the Tc = 10 s versions of these
records only deviate from the tilt-corrected versions for T . 6 s, with the deviation gradu-
ally increasing until about T = 10 s. For these records, the SA ratio drops below 0.9 only
for T . 6 s.
In comparison, the SA ratio of the Tc = 10 s version of the Chi-Chi TCU068 NS
record is less than 0.9 over a lower range of periods—from about T = 3.5 to 5 s. The lit-
eral interpretation is that, for SDOFs with T ranging from 3.5 to 5 s, a significant portion
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Figure 11. IDA curves of all considered building models for the tilt-corrected Kaikoura KEKS EW
ground motion record and its filtered versions with Tc = 10, 20, and 40 s. (a) 9P, T1 = 1.88 s; (b) 20P,
T1 = 3.50 s; (c) 55P, T1 = 6.12 s; (d) 9B, T1 = 1.88 s; (e) 20B, T1 = 3.50 s; (f) 55B, T1 = 6.12 s.
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of the response to the tilt-corrected Chi-Chi TCU068 NS record is driven by long-period
content that is removed with the application of a high-pass filter with Tc = 10 s. It is not
surprising, then, that the collapse capacities of all the considered models, even that of the
9P model with T1 = 1:88 s, are different for the Tc = 10 s and tilt-corrected versions of the
Chi-Chi TCU068 NS record (see Figure 12). In fact, one could have predicted the effects
on the 9P model before performing IDA by simply analyzing the SA ratio plots. Recall
that ASCE 7-16 requires ground motions selected for nonlinear time history analysis to
match the target spectrum at periods up to 2T1 (ASCE, 2016). For the 9P model,
2T1 = 3.76 s, so upon analysis of the SA ratio plots for the Chi-Chi TCU068 NS record,
one could have observed that the response spectra of the Tc = 10 s and tilt-corrected ver-
sions of the Chi-Chi TCU068 NS record are significantly different (by 22%) at 2T1 and
predicted that the collapse capacities for the 9P model would be different for the two
records. Crucially, these results demonstrate that applying a high-pass filter with corner
period Tc does not imply that the response spectrum is unaffected for periods even much
less than Tc.
Despite the observation that one could have predicted that the collapse capacities of the
considered models would be different for the T = 10 s and tilt-corrected versions of the
Chi-Chi TCU068 NS record, the same is not true for the Tc = 20 s and tilt-corrected ver-
sions of the Landers LUC FN record. Figure 13b shows that the collapse capacity of the
20P model is significantly higher (collapse limit index = 1.42) for the Tc = 20 s version
than for the tilt-corrected version, where collapse is defined as collapse in simulation. It is
evident that this could not have been predicted by simply analyzing the SA ratio plots. As
seen in Figure 14f, the SA ratio for the Tc = 20 s version of the Landers LUC FN record
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Figure 12. IDA curves of all considered building models for the tilt-corrected Chi-Chi TCU068 NS
ground motion record and its filtered versions with Tc = 10, 20, and 40 s. (a) 9P, T1 = 1.88 s; (b) 20P,
T1 = 3.50 s; (c) 55P, T1 = 6.12 s; (d) 9B, T1 = 1.88 s; (e) 20B, T1 = 3.50 s; (f) 55B, T1 = 6.12 s.
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does not drop below 0.96 for any period less than 10 s, which is about three times larger
than T1 = 3.50 s for the 20P model. Instead, as discussed previously, ‘‘severe hardening’’
plays a role in causing unpredictable changes in the collapse capacity. Therefore, one can-
not conclude that a high-pass filter will have no effect on the collapse capacity for a record
and building model simply by analyzing the response spectra of the filtered and unfiltered
records.
Conclusion
We find that there are a number of cases in which applying high-pass filters to ground
motion records can affect the structural response to these records. Not surprisingly, these
effects are most notable for more severe collapse limits, taller buildings (i.e. models with
longer T1), and high-pass filters with shorter Tc. These effects are not usually significant,
but we find that in some cases, the collapse capacity of a structure can change by over
50% if a high-pass filter is applied to a tilt-corrected record. In cases where these effects
are present, the collapse capacities of building models to filtered ground motions tend to
be higher than to corresponding tilt-corrected ground motions.
In practice, it is assumed that records selected from the NGA-West2 database are suit-
able for nonlinear time history analysis if the maximum usable period (80% of Tc) is
greater than 1.5T1 or 2T1. We find in some cases that this limit is not sufficient. For the
Chi-Chi TCU068 NS record, applying a high-pass filter with Tc = 10 s increased the col-
lapse capacity of the 9P model (T1 = 1.88 s) by more than 50% because the Chi-Chi
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Figure 13. IDA curves of all considered building models for the tilt-corrected Landers LUC FN ground
motion record and its filtered versions with Tc = 10, 20, and 40 s. (a) 9P, T1 = 1.88 s; (b) 20P,
T1 = 3.50 s; (c) 55P, T1 = 6.12 s; (d) 9B, T1 = 1.88 s; (e) 20B, T1 = 3.50 s; (f) 55B, T1 = 6.12 s.
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TCU068 NS record has significant long-period content. For the Landers LUC FN record,
for the 20P model (T1 = 3.50 s), the NGA-West2 record yields a collapse capacity 37%
higher than the corresponding tilt-corrected record, despite the fact that the NGA-West2
record is not high-pass filtered. This discrepancy is caused by the removal of a sixth-order
polynomial fit in the NGA-West2 processing procedure.
Interestingly, for the considered records, demeaned raw records generally yield collapse
capacities more similar to the tilt-corrected records than records filtered with Tc \ 20 s.
This implies that applying high-pass filters with corner periods that are too low may
remove so much of the true ground motion that one would be better off simply applying
the raw ground motion record to a building model despite the presence of long-period
noise. Of course, one can imagine a raw record whose signal is so distorted (e.g. 30 of tilt)
that structural analysis will yield non-physical results, but in the cases we analyzed in this
study, calculated tilt was never more than 3, and the results of structural analysis were
rarely affected.
It should be noted that this study considered a relatively small set of building models
and a finite number of ground motion records. Some of the important conclusions made
here only applied to small number of the considered structural analyses, so it is possible
that extrapolating these trends to hold for a wide variety of ground motions and structures
may be spurious. However, it may also be the case that the conclusions of this study hold
for an even higher proportion of ground motions than would be expected. Due to the
small sample sizes, it is recommended that further work be done to develop statistically















































Figure 14. 5%-damped response spectra of the (a) Kaikoura KEKS EW, (b) Chi-Chi TCU068 NS, and
(c) Landers LUC FN records. The Tc = 10, 20, and 40 s records are compared with the tilt-corrected
records. (d)–(f) To more easily compare spectra, the SA ratios (Equation 10) are plotted for the filtered
records.
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significant ‘‘rules’’ that can be followed in practice. Regardless, the fact that there exist
ground motion records such as Chi-Chi TCU068 NS and Landers LUC FN that exhibit
these aforementioned trends to a significant degree means it is important to be careful
when selecting ground motions for structural analysis and to understand the potential lim-
itations of using processed ground motion records.
Dependence of the results presented in this article on the as-recorded direction was
informally investigated, but the findings were inconclusive and thus not included, for brev-
ity. Further work is needed to clarify if the effects on structural response of ground motion
processing may depend on the orientation of record with respect to the source. This may
be of particular concern for pulse-like motions.
It appears particularly difficult to predict a priori when processing ground motions will
change ‘‘severe hardening’’ behavior in IDA, which, as seen in the response of the 20P
model to different versions of the Landers LUC FN record, can significantly affect the
perceived collapse capacity of the structure. As such, it is recommended that further work
be done to understand if it is possible to predict, to any degree, if severe hardening is likely
to be observed in IDA for a given building model and ground motion. This study has
demonstrated that if severe hardening is observed, then the collapse capacity of the struc-
ture could be very sensitive to small changes in the ground motion. This could also be true
of, for example, small changes to modeling assumptions, which could have important
implications for quantifying the effects of modeling uncertainty.
It is noted that recent guidelines for the performance-based design of tall buildings (e.g.
TBI, 2017) suggest adding static offsets (or ‘‘fling-steps’’) to input ground motions that
may have been removed during the NGA-West2 processing procedures. Even though this
procedure will result in a more realistic input ground motion, it may not completely undo
the effects of the original high-pass filter, and these possible impacts may warrant further
study.
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